Main Identification

COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY

Sands Hall

Payroll
Human Resources & Equal Opportunity
Credit Union
U.S. Post Office

Sign Header:
Chanticleer Logo
"COASTAL CAROLINA" (City Bold font, white in color with black outline)
"UNIVERSITY" (City Bold font, white in color with a black outline)

Sign Identification Bar:
Arial Black font, black in color

Sign Information Panel:
Arial Black font, white in color
No other colors unless approved

If arrows needed use standard arrow used with Helvetica font
→ Positive
⇄ Reversed

3" x 3" square post with cap
Traffic Signs

COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY

30 MINUTE PARKING ONLY
TOWING ENFORCED

Sign Header:
Chanticleer Logo
"COASTAL CAROLINA" (City Bold font, white in color with black outline)
"UNIVERSITY" (City Bold font, white in color with a black outline)

Sign Information Panel:
Arial Black font, white in color
No other colors other than standard hwy. type markings (stop, yield, etc.) unless approved

Towing Enforced must be at the bottom of all traffic signs

If arrows needed use standard arrow used with all traffic signs

Positive
Negative

2" x 2" square post